The analysis of initial Juno magnetometer data using a sparse magnetic field representation
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Abstract The Juno spacecraft, now in polar orbit about Jupiter, passes much closer to Jupiter's surface than any previous spacecraft, presenting a unique opportunity to study the largest and most accessible planetary dynamo in the solar system. Here we present an analysis of magnetometer observations from Juno's first periapsis pass (PJ1; to within 1.06 RJ of Jupiter's center). We calculate the residuals between the vector magnetic field observations and that calculated using the VIP4 spherical harmonic model and fit these residuals using an elastic net regression. The resulting model demonstrates how effective Juno's near-surface observations are in improving the spatial resolution of the magnetic field within the immediate vicinity of the orbit track. We identify two features resulting from our analyses: the presence of strong, oppositely signed pairs of flux patches near the equator and weak, possibly reversed-polarity patches of magnetic field over the polar regions. Additional orbits will be required to assess how robust these intriguing features are.

Plain Language Summary We analyze magnetic field data from the NASA Juno spacecraft’s first orbital pass around Jupiter. Juno passes almost 10 times closer to Jupiter than any previous spacecraft, providing a unique look into the planet’s physics. We use a new math technique to model the field near the orbit, providing a high-resolution enhancement to existing models in the regions where we have new data from the Juno Mission. The results have implications for the solid/rocky core of Jupiter, and the physics of how Jupiter generates its magnetic field.

1. Introduction

Magnetic field data from Juno’s first close passage just above Jupiter’s atmosphere [Connerney et al., 2017] indicate that Jupiter’s magnetic field is both much stronger and more spatially complex than indicated by previous models such as VIP4 [Connerney et al., 1998]. Current models of Jupiter’s main field use two primary sources of data. The first is in situ magnetometer data from the Pioneer 10 and 11, Voyager 1 and 2, and Ulysses missions (flybys) and the Galileo mission (equatorial orbiter). This led to spherical harmonic models such as the O6 model [Connerney, 1992] and the JCF/JSV models [Ridley and Holme, 2016]. The second set of observations useful for magnetic field modeling followed the discovery of infrared [Connerney et al., 1993] and ultraviolet [Clarke et al., 1996] emission at the foot of the Io flux tube in Jupiter’s polar ionosphere. These localized emission features constrain the magnetic field geometry, tracing charged particle trajectories from Io and other Jovian moons to Jupiter’s polar ionosphere. This approach, coupled with in situ data, was employed to create spherical harmonic degree 4 or 5 models such as VIP4 [Connerney et al., 1998], VIT4 [Connerney, 2007], and extensions such as VIPAL [Hess et al., 2011] that employ additional constraints. NASA’s Juno Mission has the potential to greatly improve current knowledge of Jupiter’s magnetic field and was designed to provide global mapping of the magnetic field via 30 close periapsis passes equally spaced in longitude [Connerney et al., 2017]. Prior missions had limited observational coverage in both space and time. The Pioneer 11 spacecraft provided the closest observations, passing to within about 43,000 km of the cloud tops (excepting Galileo’s intentional deorbit into Jupiter’s clouds). In contrast, Juno’s closest approach at PJ1
was at an altitude of 4200 km, along a pole to pole track. In this paper we ask what additional magnetic field structure (beyond that contained in the VIP4 model field) at Jupiter’s surface is necessary to explain the PJ1 observations (see Bolton et al. [2017] for an overview of these observations).

2. Method

Ordinarily, magnetic field models are derived by expanding the magnetic field potential $V$ in surface spherical harmonics and then solving for the coefficients in the expansion. Specifically, with $\mathbf{B}(r, \theta, \phi) = -\nabla V(r, \theta, \phi)$ we have

$$V(r, \theta, \phi) = a \sum_{l=1}^{L} \sum_{m=-l}^{l} \left( \frac{a}{r} \right)^{l+1} [g_{lm}^m \cos m\phi + h_{lm}^m \sin m\phi] P_{lm}^m(\cos \theta)$$

(1)

where $r, \theta, \phi$ are spherical polar coordinates, $a$ is a reference value of $r$ (e.g., $a = 1.0 R_J$, where we use $R_J = 71,398$ km), and $P_{lm}^m$ is a Gauss-Schmidt normalized associated Legendre polynomial.

The coefficients in the expansion may be sought by a variety of methods: most simply, the expansion is truncated at low degree $L$ and the resulting overdetermined problem is solved using least squares. Such an approach would be appropriate only if the actual field could be described by a low degree and order model and if the observations are sufficient to constrain the model parameters. Of course, there is no a priori reason why a planetary magnetic field should be such that it could be represented by a model truncated at a small value of $L$; instead, planetary magnetic fields are likely to be more complex, so that a large value of $L$ is required to adequately represent the field. Then, the observations will not be sufficient to uniquely determine all the model parameters, resulting in an underdetermined problem. In such cases (e.g., a close flyby trajectory) methods such as singular value decomposition have been used to find partial solutions, identifying those combinations of coefficients that are well determined [Connerney, 1981]. The coefficients that can be uniquely determined are identified by inspection of the resolution matrix, a function of the number of eigenvectors admitted in the partial solution. Alternatively, most work over the last few decades has instead employed some form of regularization [e.g., Shure et al., 1982] by minimizing, for example, a quadratic norm of the solution, which gives rise to smooth solutions.

Recently, Bolton et al. [2017] published a comparison of PJ1 magnetometer data with the fit by various models, including VIP4. It is clear, though not unexpected, that the data are not well fitted by models of this type, especially in equatorial latitudes where Juno reaches perijove, though there is also a systematic misfit at higher latitudes. What additional magnetic field structure must be added to VIP4 to adequately fit the data?

We note that whatever additional structure is required will necessarily be localized along the spacecraft track. To appreciate this, consider the magnetic field $\mathbf{B}$ at a point $(r, \theta, \phi)$ along the track of the spacecraft: we can write $\mathbf{B}(r, \theta, \phi)$ as an integral of the magnetic field over a surface at radius $r'$ [Gubbins and Roberts, 1983]. For example, for the radial component of the field

$$B_r(r, \theta, \phi) = \int_{0}^{2\pi} \int_{0}^{\pi} B_r(r', \theta', \phi') G_r(\Psi) \sin \theta' \, \mathrm{d}\theta' \, \mathrm{d}\phi'$$

(2)

where the Green’s function is given by

$$G_r(\Psi) = \frac{b^2}{4\pi} \frac{(1 - b^2)}{f^3}$$

(3)

with $b = r'/r$,

$$f(\Psi, r) = (1 - 2b \cos(\Psi) + b^2)^{1/2}$$

(4)

and $\Psi$ is the angle between $r = (r, \theta, \phi)$ and $r' = (r', \theta', \phi')$. See Gubbins and Roberts [1983] and Johnson and Constable [1997] for the other components of the field.

In Figure 1 we show the Green’s functions for $r' = 0.85 R_J$ (the putative upper boundary of the dynamo region, Smoluchowski [1975]) and $r = 1.06 R_J$ (corresponding to perijove) and $r = 1.97 R_J$ (corresponding to a near polar point). The half amplitude half width is approximately $10^\circ$ for $r = 1.06 R_J$, showing that the resolution at perijove is in a band approximately $10^\circ$ either side of the track. At the poles that band increases in half width to approximately $30^\circ$. Accordingly, we expect to be able to explain the difference between VIP4 and the PJ1 observations with structure confined to a band near the spacecraft track. Put simply, we seek a magnetic field model which when added to VIP4 provides an adequate fit to the data.
What properties should this model have? Foremost, it should only add structure that is required to fit the data: thus, away from the track it should be zero (so VIP4 is left unchanged in areas where the PJ1 data have no resolution), and near the track, we prefer models that are in some sense smooth. Given that we seek a model with these particular spatial attributes, it seems reasonable that we should use a spatial rather than spectral representation of the field. This point will become much clearer as we proceed, but in order to do so, we need to adopt a field representation.

We represent the magnetic field on the surface at \( r' \) by a tessellation of 10,000 magnetic elements on a sphere, where the magnetic field within each element is uniform. To form the tessellation we first find a set of nearly uniform points on the surface, using an algorithm that minimizes the Coulomb potential of the set of points [Semechko, 2012]; we then calculate approximately uniform surface elements by finding the Voronoi cell corresponding to each point, using an algorithm by Luong [2013]. Similar representations of the magnetic field using surface elements have been used previously; see, for example, Constable et al. [1993] and Stockmann et al. [2009]. The radial magnetic field at a point \( r \) resulting from this set of magnetic field elements on the surface is readily calculated using equation (2) or similar equations for the other components of the magnetic field.

First, we remove from the Juno PJ1 magnetometer data the vector field calculated using the VIP4 model, creating a data set of residuals. Next, we solve for the magnetic field within each surface element that best fits the residual data set; however, in doing so, we use a method (described below) that ensures that the value of the magnetic field in a particular surface element will be identically zero unless the residual data require otherwise. Finally, we add the set of nonzero magnetic field elements to VIP4. The result can be thought of as an enhancement of VIP4: where the PJ1 data require changes to VIP4 to fit the data, the elastic net will be nonzero, thus adding magnetic field elements to VIP4 and revealing new structure. Where the PJ1 data do not require changes to VIP4, VIP4 is left unchanged.

One approach to finding solutions with the property that an element is identically zero unless the data demand otherwise is to regularize the solution using an L1-norm. L1-norm regularization has been widely used, in fields ranging from genetics [Heslot et al., 2012] to remote sensing [Mercer et al., 2011]. Then, we would minimize an objective function of the form

\[
\|y - Gm\|^2 + \lambda \|m\|_1
\]

where \( y \) is a data vector comprised of the residual magnetic field measurements described above, \( m \) is a vector comprised of the magnetic field value in each surface element, \( G \) is a matrix with elements derived from the Green’s functions, and \( \lambda \) is a regularization parameter.

However, this approach yields solutions which, for our application, would also have an undesirable property. Suppose the residual magnetic field measurements require that the magnetic field be nonzero within some particular region. The L1-norm then tends to yield a solution in which one surface element within the region is nonzero, with the other elements set to be zero. In other words, within a region in which the magnetic surface elements are correlated, generally only one such element would be selected to be nonzero. A variant of L1-norm regularization alleviates this shortcoming.

Zou and Hastie [2005] introduced the elastic net, which is a combination of L1 and L2 regularizations. The elastic net tends instead to select groups of correlated elements to be nonzero, rather than a single element.
Figure 2. Models of the radial magnetic field, $B_r$, (top) at $r' = 0.85 R_J$ and (bottom) at $r' = 1 R_J$. The two models are the sum of VIP4 evaluated at the given value of $r'$ and our elastic net fit to the VIP4 residuals, with the norm having been applied at the respective radii. Note that field intensity is higher in the top plot since it is plotted at a smaller radius. The Juno PJ1 track is denoted by the thin black line (orbit crossing the equator at longitude 96° west). The models are plotted using a Lambert equal area azimuthal projection centered on longitude 90° west in System III W coordinates. Note only one hemisphere is shown.

from the group. For the elastic net, the objective function becomes

$$\|y - Gm\|^2 + \lambda \left[ \alpha \|m\|_1 + (1 - \alpha)\|m\|_2^2 \right]$$

(6)

By varying the parameter $\alpha$, we can adjust the properties of the solution, ranging from purely L1 solutions at $\alpha = 1$ to purely L2 solutions at $\alpha = 0$. We minimize this objective function using the numerical package glmnet [Friedman et al., 2007; Tibshirani et al., 2010; Friedman et al., 2010].

Our choice to represent the field using a spherical tessellation makes the implementation of the elastic net straightforward, although other parameterizations could be used (for example, harmonic splines [Shure et al., 1982], equivalent source dipole methods [Oliviera et al., 2015], wavelet methods [Holschneider et al., 2003], or spherical Slepian functions [Simons et al., 2006]), though their implementation would be considerably more complicated or numerically expensive. Indeed, even surface spherical harmonics could be used, though then the expansion would have to be extended to extremely high degree to find a solution adequately approximating the desired properties. For other examples of a tessellation basis, see Constable et al. [1993] and Stockmann et al. [2009].

3. Results and Conclusions

We select PJ1 data with $r \leq 2.2 R_J$ and at a sampling rate of 1 Hz. This gives a data set of 6966 three-component measurements of the magnetic field.

In Figure 2 we show our two preferred solutions, one at $r' = 0.85 R_J$, and one at $r' = 1 R_J$ (see also Figure 4 (bottom left) for this $0.85 R_J$ model plotted using a different colorscale). While the two solutions are slightly different, the models appear to have broadly the same characteristics when regularized at either altitude. We caution that VIP4 was regularized at $1 R_J$ and not originally intended for downward continuation below that level (this may impact the plots of VIP4 at the dynamo surface, but not our solutions or fit to the data, which rely on upward continuing VIP4 to satellite altitude).

In Figure 3, we show the fit of our $r' = 0.85 R_J$ model (as pictured in Figure 2). Note that the model and data are almost indistinguishable from each other, showing a very good fit. The misfit is almost always below 1% for any given data point. Indeed, both the $r' = 0.85 R_J$ and $r' = 1 R_J$ models reduce the total variance by more than 99% when compared to VIP4 (where variance is the sum squared of the unweighted RMS misfit). The weighted RMS misfit of the solutions is defined as

$$w_{RMS}^2 = \frac{n}{n-1} \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \frac{e_i}{r_i} \right)^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{1}{r_i^2}}$$

(7)
The three models range from a sparser, mostly L1-norm dominated solution with the highest value of \( \lambda \) equal to the quantization error. The \( w_{\text{RMS}} \) of the VIP4 model to the data is 0.59 Gauss, while both the \( r' = 0.85 \) model and \( r' = 1 \) model show in Figure 2 have a \( w_{\text{RMS}} \) of 0.031 Gauss. We note that we specifically selected a conservative model. While models with lower misfit exist using our methodology (which would be closer to the quantization error bound on the data), we did not want to overfit any potential sources of noise that may be revealed by future orbits.

### 3.1. Choice of Regularization Parameters

The choice of values of the regularization parameters \( \alpha \) and \( \lambda \) is subjective since a range of solutions provide adequate fits to the data. We illustrate this further by providing additional models with a range of \( \alpha \) and \( \lambda \). Figure 4 shows a survey of models in parameter space, keeping the \( w_{\text{RMS}} \) misfit to similar levels. All models are solved for and plotted at the dynamo surface, \( r' = 0.85 \) model. Note that the colorbar is held constant for ease of comparison, but some models may plot beyond the scale. We remind the reader that \( \alpha = 1 \) represents a pure L1 norm, \( \alpha = 0 \) a pure L2 norm, and intermediate values mixed L1/L2 norms (see equation (6)).

The three models range from a sparser, mostly L1-norm dominated solution with the highest value of \( \alpha \) of the three models, \( \alpha = 0.09 \) (Figure 4 (top), Model 1), to an intermediate case at \( \alpha = 0.01 \) (Figure 4 (bottom left), Model 2), and to a smoother solution, closer to a pure L2-norm model at \( \alpha = 9 \times 10^{-4} \) (Figure 4 (bottom right), Model 3). Model 2 is the same as our preferred solution at 0.85\( R_J \), plotted as the top model in Figure 2. We note the overall physical features appear to be consistent across models; all models show reversed flux at the poles, as well as the presence of strong equatorial flux spots. Changing the regularization parameters does not remove these features nor move them to significantly different latitudes or longitudes. In this sense, the strong equatorial patches and reversed polar flux could be said to be robust features of the parameter space for this particular data set. However, the form of these overall patches does appear to change. In particular, there is a trade-off between the spatial extent of the features and their amplitude: intense, concentrated features (a more L1-norm based solution, like Model 1) fit the data as well as less intense but broader features (a more L2-norm based solution, like Model 3).

Our preferred solution at 0.85\( R_J \) (Figures 2 (top) and 4 (bottom left)) satisfies our criterion that the solution is sparse, with no structure added to VIP4 far from the spacecraft track (thus, Model 3 is too diffuse). More subjectively, it satisfies an a priori bias for large-scale structure rather than isolated, highly concentrated structure (Model 1 fails this requirement). Thus, satisfying the first criterion supports the choice of \( \lambda \) and the second our choice of \( \alpha \). A pure-L1 or pure-L2 solution could also be generated, but we note that these solutions would fail to meet our criteria for the same reasons as Models 1 and 3. However, given the subjectivity in these regularization parameter choices, it is important to note that the amplitude of the structure seen in Figure 2 is not robust nor is small-scale structure at the level of individual pixels. The overall large-scale pattern, though, is more robust than the amplitude and is mostly independent of regularization parameter choice.

### 3.2. Interpretation and Conclusions

We note two particular features of the structures shown in Figure 2. First, the appearance of strong patches of oppositely signed magnetic flux near the equator, which is suggestive of flux expulsion [Allan and Bullard, 1958]. The negatively signed patch just to the east of the track is particularly well resolved, as fortuitously it
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Figure 4. Models of the radial magnetic field, $B_r$, at $r' = 0.85 R_J$ for a range of regularization parameters. (top) Model 1, with $\alpha = 0.09$, $\lambda = 0.05$, $w_{\text{RMS}} = 0.033$ Gauss. Model 1 uses the highest value of $\alpha$ of the three models. The total $B$ field values range from $+70$ to $−117$ Gauss. Note that the original VIP4 field values only ranged from $+26$ to $−19$ Gauss when plotted at this radius ($0.85 R_J$). (bottom left) Model 2, with $\alpha = 0.01$, $\lambda = 0.25$, $w_{\text{RMS}} = 0.031$ Gauss. This model is the same as our $0.85R_J$ model from the main text, replotted here in this new colorscale for ease of comparison. The field values range from $+29$ to $−59$ Gauss. (bottom right) Model 3 with $\alpha = 9 \times 10^{-4}$, $\lambda = 0.5$, and $w_{\text{RMS}} = 0.029$ Gauss. The field values range from $+28$ to $−42$ Gauss.

would seem that Juno flew close to this patch. The field lines that enter the core through this patch must exit the core to the west, in order to explain the strong positive $B_r$ observed in this region, hence our association of the positively signed patch to the west (and slightly to the north) as the region in which these field lines exit the core. Second, the appearance of weak, and possibly even reversed, flux in polar regions, particularly near the north pole, which is suggestive of the dynamical influence of a tangent cylinder associated with a solid core [Gubbins and Bloxham, 1987]. While others have proposed low flux anomalies in Jupiter’s polar regions [Grodent et al., 2008], including in relation to the tangent cylinder around an inner core [Ridley and Holme, 2016], we emphasize that the PJ1 data are not well fitted within about $1.3R_J$ by previous models [Bolton et al., 2017]. Owing to the increase in altitude by almost $1R_J$ of Juno from the equator to the poles, we have more confidence in our interpretation of the equatorial features than the polar features. More passes are required to adequately map the Jovian magnetic field for future comparison with dynamo models: fortunately, the Juno mission is designed to do just that.
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